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Many visual animals have innate preferences for
particular wavelengths of light, which can be modi-
fied by learning. Drosophila’s preference for UV
over visible light requires UV-sensing R7 photore-
ceptors and specific wide-field amacrine neurons
called Dm8. Here we identify three types of medulla
projection neurons downstream of R7 and Dm8 and
show that selectively inactivating one of them
(Tm5c) abolishes UV preference. Using a modified
GRASP method to probe synaptic connections at
the single-cell level, we reveal that each Dm8 neuron
forms multiple synaptic contacts with Tm5c in the
center of Dm8’s dendritic field but sparse connec-
tions in the periphery. By single-cell transcript
profiling and RNAi-mediated knockdown, we deter-
mine that Tm5c uses the kainate receptor Clumsy
to receive excitatory glutamate input from Dm8. We
conclude that R7s/Dm8/Tm5c form a hard-wired
glutamatergic circuit that mediates UV preference by
pooling 16 R7 signals for transfer to the lobula, a
higher visual center.
INTRODUCTION
Many visual animals, including vertebrates and invertebrates,
have an innate ability to discriminate and to respond differentially
to light of different wavelengths (Menzel, 1979). Zebrafish swim
strongly toward ultraviolet, blue, and red light but weakly to
green light, while turtle hatchlings are more responsive to green
relative to yellow and blue light (Orger and Baier, 2005; Young
et al., 2012). Most flying insects, such asDrosophila, exhibit pos-
itive phototaxis toward short wavelengths of light when startled,preferring long UV to blue light, and blue light to green light (Gao
et al., 2008; Yamaguchi et al., 2010). In contrast to true color
vision, which discriminates visual stimuli based on wavelength
independent of intensity, innate spectral preference is strongly
intensity dependent and likely reflects each species’ ecological
needs. In flower-visiting insects, such as butterflies, spectral
preference differs within a family or even a genus (Ilse and Vai-
dya, 1956; Weiss, 1997), and such spectral preferences are
thought to provide behavioral biases to facilitate initial recogni-
tion of flowers (Goyret et al., 2008). Because sunlight, but not re-
flected light, is rich in UV, Drosophila’s preference of UV over
visible light is likely related to the fly’s attraction to open space
(Hu and Stark, 1977). Butterflies, honeybees, and more recently
Drosophila have been shown to have true color vision and are
capable of associating colors with appetitive or aversive stimuli
(Crane, 1955; Goyret et al., 2008; Koshitaka et al., 2008; Menne
and Spatz, 1977; Menzel and Greggers, 1985; Schnaitmann
et al., 2010). In Drosophila and butterflies, learning can signifi-
cantly modify or even override innate spectral preference
(Kelber, 1996; Goyret et al., 2008; Schnaitmann et al., 2010).
To understand the neural basis of innate spectral preference
and true color vision, it is essential to identify the neural circuits
and synaptic mechanisms that underlie these processes. With a
plethora of genetic tools for identifying neural circuit elements
and for manipulating activity of targeted neurons, Drosophila is
a well-suited model system for this task (reviewed in Borst,
2009; Meinertzhagen and Lee, 2012).
Drosophila vision is mediated by three classes of photorecep-
tors, defined by their stereotyped positions within the unit eye or
ommatidia and their patterns of opsin gene expression. The
outer photoreceptors R1–R6, which express the Rh1 opsin,
respond to a broad spectrum of light and therefore are assumed
to be achromatic. The inner, or chromatic, photoreceptors, R7
and R8, express opsins of narrow spectral sensitivity in a
complex pattern (Hardie, 1979; Mikeladze-Dvali et al., 2005;
O’Tousa et al., 1985). In the so-called ‘‘pale’’ (p) ommatidia, R7
expresses UV-sensitive Rh3 and the underlying R8 expressesNeuron 81, 603–615, February 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 603
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expresses Rh4, which is sensitive to longer wavelength of UV,
and R8 contains the green-sensitive Rh6 opsin (Salcedo et al.,
1999). The p and y types of ommatidia are stochastically distrib-
uted in the compound eye in a 30:70 ratio and are thought to
extend the spectral range of the eyes to mediate color vision
(Morante and Desplan, 2008). The chromatic photoreceptors
R7 and R8 are functionally required for both spectral preference
and color vision (Gao et al., 2008; Schnaitmann et al., 2010;
Yamaguchi et al., 2010; K.V.M. and C.-H.L., unpublished data),
while the achromatic R1–R6 mediate visual motion detection
(Heisenberg and Buchner, 1977).
All visual information converges upon the medulla, the most
complex optic neuropil. The medulla is organized in layers
(M1–M10) and columns, which are innervated by afferents of
different types in a retinotopic fashion. R7 and R8 axons
directly innervate the M6 and M3 layers, respectively, while
L1–L3 lamina neurons relay R1–R6 achromatic information to
layers M1/5, M2, and M3, respectively (Figure 1A). Each
medulla column receives inputs from individual R7, R8, and
L1–L3 neurons that view a single visual ‘‘pixel’’ (Meinertzhagen,
1976). Golgi studies have identified approximately 60 morpho-
logically distinct types of medulla neurons (Fischbach and Dit-
trich, 1989). Using genetically encoded reporters, a previous
study identified a number of medulla neuron types that are
postsynaptic to R7 and R8 and therefore are likely involved in
spectral preference and color vision (Gao et al., 2008). Serial-
section electron microscopy (EM) reconstruction revealed that
each wide-field Dm8 amacrine neuron receives input from
about 16 R7s. Targeted manipulation of neuronal activity further
demonstrated that Dm8 is both required and sufficient for ani-
mals’ phototactic preference for UV over green light. However,
the mechanisms enabling the wide-field Dm8 neurons to
mediate UV preference remain unknown. Here we investigate
the neural circuit that relays Dm8 signals to the lobula. Using
a combination of histology, single-cell transcript profiling,
RNAi-mediated knockdown, and behavior assays, we identify
and characterize the neural circuit and synaptic mechanism
responsible for UV preference.
RESULTS
Tm5 Neurons Are Divided into Three Distinct Subtypes
A previous study revealed that Dm8 amacrine neurons mediate
UV preference, but it did not identify their downstream targets
in the medulla (Gao et al., 2008). Using a flip-out genetic system
(see Supplemental Experimental Procedures, available online,
for details) to label single Dm8 neurons with an active zone
marker, Brp::mCherry (Schmid et al., 2008), we found that
most of the Dm8 presynaptic sites were localized in the M6
layer (Figures 1B–1B’’). To identify the postsynaptic targets of
Dm8 that mediate UV preference, we screened a collection of
Gal4 lines for expression in medulla neurons that extend
dendritic arbors in the M6 layer. We secondarily required that
synaptic suppression of neurons within the Gal4 expression
pattern eliminate UV preference behavior. One line, ortC1a-
Gal4, in which Gal4 expression is driven by a highly conserved
region of the ort (ora transientless; HisCl2) promoter (Fig-604 Neuron 81, 603–615, February 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.ure S1A), labels a subset of ort(+) neurons that extend dendritic
arbors in the M6 layer and project axons to the fifth layer of the
lobula, Lo5 (Figure S1C). To assess whether ortC1a(+) neurons
were required for UV preference, we used a quantitative spec-
tral preference assay that tests phototaxis toward UV versus
green light (Figure 2A; Gao et al., 2008). To quantify UV prefer-
ence, we determined the UV/green intensity ratio at which flies
found UV and green light equally ‘‘attractive’’ and used the
negative logarithm of the intensity ratio as a measure of attrac-
tiveness (AttrUV/G; Figures 2C and 2D). We found that driving the
expression of tetanus toxin light chain (TNT; Sweeney et al.,
1995) using ortC1a-Gal4, so as to block synaptic transmission
in the ortC1a(+) neurons, significantly reduced UV attractiveness
by approximately two orders of magnitude (AttrUV/G = 0.45 ±
0.29, mean ± SD, p < 0.05), as compared with wild-type and
control flies (AttrUV/G = 2.4 ± 0.24 for wild-type; 2.3 ± 0.31 for
ortC1a-Gal4 control; 2.25 ± 0.30 for upstream activating
sequence-TNT [UAS-TNT] control; Figures 2C and 2D). This
reduction is comparable to that caused by inactivating Dm8
neurons (AttrUV/G = 0.11 ± 0.28), indicating that at least a
subset of ortC1a(+) neurons lies in the pathway mediating UV
preference.
To better characterize the ortC1a(+) neurons, we used the flip-
out genetic method (Wong et al., 2002) to generate single-cell
clones and examine their morphologies. We found that ortC1a-
Gal4 labeled four morphologically distinct types of transmedulla
(Tm) neurons, including Tm20 and three Tm5 subtypes, Tm5a,
Tm5b, and Tm5c (Figures 1C–1H’; data not shown). Tm5a/b/c,
but not Tm20, extend dendrites in the M6 layer (Figures 1C–
1H’). Because Tm5a/b/c might be postsynaptic to Dm8 in the
M6 layer, we chose to focus on these Tm5 subtypes. The three
Tm5 subtypes have different axonal and dendritic morphologies
(Figures 1C, 1E, and 1G), suggesting that they have distinct
functions. To identify subtype-specific drivers, we used the
split-Gal4 system to refine the ortC1a expression pattern (Luan
et al., 2006). Among approximately 200 dVP16AD enhancer
trap lines, we identified two hemidriver lines, dVP16AD18K and
dVP16AD24G, which in combination with the ortC1a-Gal4DBD
hemidriver (ortC1aDBDX18K [designated as Tm5a/b(18)-Gal4],
ortC1aDBDX24G [designated as Tm5a/b(24)-Gal4]) labeled
Tm5a and Tm5b neurons (Figure S1D; data not shown). In
addition, ortC1aDBDXOK371 (designated as Tm5c-G4), the
combination of the ortC1a-Gal4DBD and dVP16ADOK371 (a vesic-
ular glutamate transporter enhancer trap) hemidrivers, labeled
Tm5c neurons alone (Figure S1E). Using these subtype-specific
drivers, we further examined whether the dendrites of Tm5 sub-
types selectively arborize in pale or yellow medulla columns,
which receive pale or yellow subtypes of R7/R8 terminals,
respectively. We found that Tm5a arborized dendrites in single
yellow columns (100%, n = 57; Figures 1D and 1D’) while
Tm5b and Tm5c dendrites populate multiple columns of mixed
yellow and pale types (100%, n = 21 and 25 for Tm5b and
Tm5c, respectively; Figures 1F, 1F’, 1H, and 1H’). Based on their
selective targeting by type-specific drivers, distinct axonal and
dendritic morphologies, and selective dendritic arborization of
yellow and pale columns, we conclude that the three Tm5 sub-
types are distinct neuronal classes and are likely to differ in con-
nectivity and function.
Figure 1. Three Distinct Subtypes of Tm5
Projection Neuron Relay Chromatic Infor-
mation to the Lobula, a Higher Visual Center
(A) A schematic illustration of the Drosophila visual
system, including the eye (Eye) and four optic
neuropils (lamina [La], medulla [Me], lobula [Lo],
and lobula plate [Lop]). The inner photoreceptors,
R7 (purple) and R8 (cyan), project axons to the
medulla layers M6 and M3, respectively, while the
outer photoreceptors, R1–R6 (gray), terminate in
the lamina. The amacrine neuron Dm8 (orange)
extends dendrites in the M6 layer where they
receive multiple R7 inputs. Three morphologically
distinct types of Tm5 neurons, Tm5a (dark blue),
Tm5b (light blue), and Tm5c (green), extend den-
drites in multiple medulla layers, including M3 and
M6, and project axons to the lobula layers Lo4
and Lo5.
(B–B’’) Single Dm8 neurons were labeled using the
single-cell flip-out technique. The dendritic arbors
were labeled by a membrane-tethered marker
(spGFP11::CD4::HA) and visualized by anti-HA
antibody, while their presynaptic terminals were
labeled by the presynaptic marker Brp::mCherry
(red). Photoreceptors were visualized using
24B10 antibody (cyan). (B) A dorsal-ventral view.
(B’ and B’’) Proximal-distal views. Dm8 dendrites
span approximately 16 medulla columns in the M6
layer. The presynaptic sites of Dm8 cluster at the
center of its dendritic field in the M6 layer. For
clarity, B’’ shows the presynaptic sites (red) of
Dm8 with R7 terminals marked with asterisks.
(C–H’) The axonal and dendritic morphologies
(C, C’, E, E’, G, and G’) and dendritic arbori-
zation in the yellow/pale columns (D, D’, F, F’, H,
and H’) of Tm5a (C–D’), Tm5b (E–F’) and Tm5c
(G–H’). Single Tm5a, Tm5b, or Tm5c clones were
generated using the single-cell flip-out tech-
nique in flies carrying hs-Flp GMR-RFP; ortC1a-
Gal4 UAS>CD2,y+>mCD8-GFP transgenes. R7
and R8 photoreceptors, visualized by GMR-RFP
(magenta), served as landmarks for medulla col-
umns. The medulla and lobula layers were identi-
fied using R7 and R8 terminals and anti-Connectin
antibody (cyan), which labeled the Lo3 layer.
(D, D’, F, F’, H, and H’) The yellow-subtype R7
terminals (R7y), which occupied yellow-type
medulla columns, were labeled by a Rh4-LacZ
reporter and visualized by anti-b-galactosidase
antibody (cyan). (C, E, and G) Left panels: low-magnification views showing the entire optic lobe; right panels: high-magnification views of the medulla. (C’, E’,
and G’) High-magnification views of the lobula. (D, F, and H) High-magnification views of the medulla. (D’, F’, and H’) Close-up of (D), (F), and (H) showing
skeletonized dendrites (green lines) and axons (white lines).
(C andC’) The Tm5a neuron extends a single primary dendrite along the photoreceptor axon and arborizes intomany fine processes in theM3,M6, andM8 layers.
Its axon makes a sharp turn and branches out in the Lo5 layer.
(D and D’) The main dendritic branch of Tm5a exclusively associates with R7y axons (cyan).
(E and E’) The Tm5b neuron extends two or three main dendritic branches along the photoreceptor axons and arborizes into many fine processes in the M3, M6,
and M8 layers. (E’) Its axonal terminal forms from multiple short branches in the Lo5 layer.
(F and F’) The main dendritic branches of Tm5b associate with either R7y (arrows) or R7p (arrowhead) axons without apparent discrimination.
(G and G’) The Tm5c neuron extends multiple fine dendritic processes that span about eight medulla columns in the M1, M3, and M6 layers, and the axon often
bifurcates in the Lo4 layer and terminates in the Lo5/6 layers. The dendritic arborization in the M1 layer differentiates Tm5c from Tm5a and Tm5b.
(H and H’) The dendrites of Tm5c associate with either R7y (arrows) or R7p (arrowhead) axons.
Scale bar, 30 mm in (C), left panel; 5 mm in B’ and D’; 10 mm for all other panels.
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To assess which Tm5 subtypes are required for UV preference,
we used the type-specific drivers to express TNT, so as to blocksynaptic transmission, and examined the behavioral conse-
quences using the quantitative spectral preference assay. We
found that inactivating Tm5a/b did not affect flies’ attraction toNeuron 81, 603–615, February 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 605
Figure 2. The Projection Neuron Tm5c Is
Required for Normal UV Preference
(A) A schematic diagram of the T-maze apparatus
used in the spectral preference assay.
(B) The expression of the HA-tagged TNT in Tm5c
neurons was assessed in the flies carrying Tm5c-
LexA LexAop-TNT-HA. TNT-HA was visualized
using anti-HA antibody (green). Photoreceptors
were visualized by 24B10 antibody (magenta), and
medulla and lobula layers were visualized by anti-
FasIII antibody (cyan), serving as landmarks. TNT-
HA was detected as punctate staining in axonal
and dendritic terminals as well as cell bodies of
Tm5c. Scale bar, 30 mm.
(C and D) Wild-type and various mutant flies were
tested for phototactic preference to UV over green
light. The intensity-response curves were mea-
sured at various UV/green intensity ratios (shown
as a logarithmic scale). The performance index
(P.I.) for each genotype was calculated from the
numbers of flies choosing UV (NUV) or green (NG)
light by the following formula: P.I. = [NUV  NG] /
[NUV + NG]. (C) The data were presented as mean ±
SD. Relative attractiveness (AttrUV/G) was calcu-
lated from the UV/green intensity ratio at which
flies exhibited UV and green phototactic re-
sponses with equal frequency (i.e., P.I. = 0) using
the following formula: AttrUV/G = log(UV/green
ratio at P.I. = 0). (D) AttrUV/G values for all geno-
types were plotted together as bar graphs.
(C) Inactivating ortC1a(+), Tm5c, or Dm8 neurons,
but not Tm5a/b, significantly reduced phototactic
preference to UV light over green light. Wild-type
(wt) flies exhibited phototactic preference to UV in
an intensity-dependent fashion, resulting in a sig-
moidal intensity-response curve. TNT expressed
in ortC1a(+) neurons (ortC1a-G4>TNT) blocked the
synaptic transmission of Tm5a/b/c and Tm20 and
reduced flies’ phototactic preference to UV, re-
sulting in a right-shifted intensity-response curve.
Inactivating Tm5c alone using one of the three
Tm5c-specific drivers to drive TNT expression
(Tm5c-G4(1) > TNT, Tm5c-G4(2) > TNT, and
Tm5c-LexA > TNT) caused reduced UV prefer-
ence, comparable to that caused by inactivating
Dm8 (Dm8-G4 > TNT). In contrast, inactivating
Tm5a/b (Tm5a/b(18)-G4 > TNT and Tm5a/b(24)-
G4 > TNT) did not affect UV preference signifi-
cantly. Inactivating Tm5a/b or Dm8 in addition
to Tm5c (Tm5a/b/c(18)-G4 > TNT, Tm5a/b/c(24)-
G4 > TNT, and Tm5c+Dm8-G4 > TNT) did not
enhance UV preference defects. Flies carrying
Gal4 drivers or UAS-TNT alone had normal UV
preference.
(D) Bar graph of the relative attractiveness of UV
over green light (AttrUV/G) calculated from (C). n.s.,
not significant (p > 0.05); *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
Error bars represent SD.
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0.34 for Tm5a/b(24)-Gal4 > TNT; p > 0.05; Figures 2C and 2D).
In contrast, flies carrying Tm5c-Gal4 > TNT, but not the corre-
sponding Gal4 driver alone, exhibited UV preference defects
comparable to those caused by inactivating Dm8 or ortC1a(+)
neurons (AttrUV/G = 0.4 ± 0.27). Furthermore, flies carrying the606 Neuron 81, 603–615, February 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.combinatorial driver ortC1aLexADBDXOK371dVP16AD (Tm5c-
LexA) driving a hemagglutinin-tagged (HA-tagged) TNT had a
reduced UV preference (AttrUV/G = 0.3 ± 0.29; Figures 2C and
2D), comparable to that of Tm5c-Gal4 > TNT flies. By immuno-
histochemistry, we detected TNT-HA in Tm5c cell bodies, axonal
terminals, and dendrites but found no apparent defects in axonal
Neuron
Kainate Receptors Mediate UV Preferenceor dendritic morphologies (Figure 2B). To confirm that synaptic
transmission, rather than structural integrity, of Tm5c is essential
for optimal UV preference, we used a temperature-sensitive
allele of shibire (shits1) to block Tm5c’s synaptic transmission
conditionally (Kitamoto, 2001). We found that Tm5c-Gal4 driving
shits1 significantly reduced the UV attractiveness at nonpermis-
sive, but not permissive, temperatures (AttrUV/G = 0.2 ± 0.20 at
33C and 1.9 ± 0.29 at 22C for Tm5c > shits1; AttrUV/G = 1.6 ±
0.22 at 33C and 2.0 ± 0.25 at 22C for UAS-shits1 control;
data not shown). To determine whether inactivating Tm5c
causes any additional visual deficits, we examined optomotor
behavior using a head-yaw assay (Figures S2A and S2B; Rister
et al., 2007). We found that Tm5c-Gal4 > TNT flies, like Dm8-
Gal4 > TNT flies, exhibited normal head-yaw responses to
horizontally moving strips, indistinguishable from those of wild-
type or control flies (Figure S2C). Thus, we conclude that Tm5c
neurons, but not Tm5a/b, are functionally required for normal
UV preference but not motion detection.
To test the possibility that Tm5a/b are partially redundant to
Tm5c in the UV preference pathway, we inactivated all three
Tm5 subtypes using both Tm5a/b- and Tm5c-specific drivers
(Tm5a/b/c(18)-Gal4 and Tm5a/b/c(24)-Gal4) to express TNT.
We found that Tm5a/b/c(18) > TNT and Tm5a/b/c(24) > TNT flies
had a reduced UV preference, indistinguishable from that of
Tm5c > TNT flies (Figures 2C and 2D). Thus, inactivating
Tm5a/b, in addition to Tm5c, did not exacerbate UV preference
defects, suggesting that Tm5a/b are not functionally redundant
to Tm5c for UV preference. Likewise, inactivating both Tm5c
and Dm8 neurons (Tm5c+Dm8 > TNT) did not further reduce
UV preference (AttrUV/G = 0.2 ± 0.26), as compared with that
caused by inactivating Tm5c or Dm8 alone (Figures 2C and
2D). These results suggest that Tm5c and Dm8 neurons function
in the same pathway for UV preference.
Tm5c Receives Direct R8 Input to Mediate Phototaxis
toward Green Light
Because Tm5c neurons were labeled by the ortC1a-Gal4 driver
and extend dendrites in the M3 and M6 layers, we tested
whether they express the histamine receptor Ort and receive
direct histaminergic inputs from photoreceptors R7 and/or R8.
We manually isolated GFP-labeled Tm5c cell bodies and
confirmed ort expression by RT-PCR reactions (for details, see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). To examine the pre-
sumptive R7/R8/Tm5c synapses anatomically, we used a
modified GFP reconstitution across synaptic partners (GRASP)
method (Feinberg et al., 2008; Gordon and Scott, 2009). We ex-
pressed a vesicle-tethered split-GFP (syb::spGFP1-10) in R8s or
R7s, and a membrane-tethered split-GFP (CD4::spGFP11) in
Tm5c, and examined the native fluorescence signal of reconsti-
tuted GFP (see Experimental Procedures for details). Strong
GRASP signal was observed at R8, but not R7, terminals, sug-
gesting a functional synaptic connection between R8 and
Tm5c (Figures 3B–3C’). The GRASP signal was most prominent
in the M3 layers but was also present in M1 and M2 layers,
consistent with previous EM findings that R8’s presynaptic sites
are localized in M1–M3 layers (Takemura et al., 2008).
To determine whether the R8/Tm5c connections contribute
to spectral preference, we prevented Tm5c neurons fromreceiving R8 input by knocking down the histamine chloride
channel ort in Tm5c. We found that RNAi-mediated knockdown
of ort in Tm5c had no detectable effects on flies’ UV preference
(AttrUV/G = 2.1 ± 0.35; Figures 3F and 3G) as compared with wild-
type and the UAS-ort RNAi control (AttrUV/G = 2.3 ± 0.28). In
contrast, RNAi-mediated knockdown of ort in Dm8, hence
blocking the reception of R7 inputs, significantly reduced UV
preference (AttrUV/G = 0.7 ± 0.2; Figures 3F and 3G). These ob-
servations are consistent with the notion that the indirect
pathway, R7/Dm8/Tm5c, is both required and sufficient
for UV preference while the direct R8/Tm5c pathway plays,
at best, a minor role in spectral preference under normal
conditions.
To determine whether R8/Tm5c connections are functional,
we examined whether expressing Ort in Tm5c affects spectral
preference in various ort mutant, and thus sensitized, back-
grounds. We found that expressing HA-tagged Ort in Tm5c
enhanced green preference, as compared with the correspond-
ing ort mutants (Figures 3A, 3D, and 3E). To confirm these re-
sults, we tested flies in a fast phototaxis assay measuring their
response to either UV or green light under dark-adapted condi-
tions. We found that restoring Ort expression in Tm5c in HisCl1
ort ninaE triple mutants drove strong phototaxis toward green
light but relatively weak phototaxis toward UV (Figures S3A–
S3D), suggesting that Tm5c receives functional inputs directly
from R8 photoreceptors.
Dm8 Provides Input for Tm5c in the Center of Its
Dendritic Field
To determine whether Tm5c neurons receive synaptic input from
Dm8 to mediate UV preference, we examined potential mem-
brane contacts between Dm8 and Tm5c using the GRASP
method. In adult flies expressing one membrane-tethered split-
GFP component (i.e., spGFP1-10::CD4) in Dm8 and the other
(i.e., spGFP11::CD4) in Tm5c neurons (see Supplemental Exper-
imental Procedures for details), we observed strongGFP fluores-
cence signals at the apparent contacts between Dm8 and Tm5c
in the M6 layers (Figures 4A and 4A’) but no fluorescence upon
expression of either split-GFP alone (data not shown). To deter-
mine whether these membrane contacts constitute genuine syn-
apses, we developed a flip-out GRASP method that labels, in
single neurons, the presynaptic sites with the presynaptic
marker Brp::mCherry, in addition to an HA-tagged split-GFP,
spGFP11::CD4::HA (Figure 4B). Using this method to mark
single Dm8 neurons, we observed punctate GRASP signals at
apparent contacts between single Dm8 neurons and multiple
Tm5c neurons that expressed spGFP1-10::CD4 (Figures 4C
and 4D). Most GRASP puncta colocalized with Brp::mCherry
signals, indicating that these membrane contacts between
Dm8 and Tm5c are on, or juxtaposed to, Dm8’s presynaptic
sites. There were, however, some Brp::mCherry puncta devoid
of GRASP signals, suggesting that Dm8 has other postsynaptic
partners that do not share presynaptic sites with Tm5c (Fig-
ure 4D’’, arrowheads). Interestingly, we observed clustered
GRASP/Brp puncta at the center of the Dm8 dendritic field but
only sparse puncta in the periphery. The dendritic field of Dm8
spans approximately 16medulla columns, but the areawith clus-
tered GRASP/Brp puncta corresponds to approximately oneNeuron 81, 603–615, February 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 607
Figure 3. Tm5c Neurons Receive Direct Inputs from Photoreceptor R8s
(A) The expression of the HA-tagged Ort in Tm5c neurons was assessed in the ort mutant flies carrying Tm5c-Gal4 UAS-2xHA-ORT transgenes. HA-Ort was
concentrated in Tm5c dendritic arbors and cell bodies.
(B–C’) GRASP revealed functional R8/Tm5c synapses (B), but not R7/Tm5c (C). Flies expressing syb::spGFP1-10 in R8s/R7s and CD4::spGFP11 in Tm5c
were examined for native fluorescence of reconstituted GFP (green). Strong GRASP signal (green) was observed along with the R8 axons and their terminals
(B and B’). On the contrary, no detectable GRASP signal was found in R7s (C and C’). (B’) and (C’) show the green channel of (B) and (C), respectively. R8/R7
(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 4. GRASP Visualization of Dm8/
Tm5c Synapses
(A and A’) Membrane contacts between Dm8 and
Tm5c were assessed by the GRASP method. The
split-GFP1-10 component was expressed in the
Dm8 neurons and the split-GFP11 component
was expressed in the Tm5c neurons. Strong
green fluorescence signal from reconstituted GFP
(green) was observed at the apparent contacts
between Dm8 dendrites and Tm5c dendrites in the
M6 layer. Top panel shows Dm8 (blue) and Tm5c
(gray) neurons visualized by anti-GFP and anti-
HRP antibodies, respectively. (A’) shows the green
channel (GRASP) alone.
(B) Schematic illustration of the single-cell GRASP
method. Dm8-LexA flies carrying LexAop >
FRT-Stop-FRT > spGFP11::CD4::HA::T2A::Brp::
mCherry and hs-Flp transgenes allow dual labeling
with the split-GFP (spGFP11) and the active zone
marker Brp::mCherry (separated by the ribosomal
skipping sequence T2A) in single Dm8 neurons.
A mild heat shock was applied to third-instar
larvae to remove the FRT-Stop-FRT cassette and
place both markers under LexAop control. The
same flies also carried Tm5c-Gal4 UAS-spGFP1-
10::CD4 transgenes to express the other split-GFP
(spGFP1-10) in all Tm5c neurons. Functional GFP
molecules were reconstituted at the membrane
contacts between Tm5c and single Dm8. The active zone marker labels the presynaptic sites of Dm8, differentiating synaptic contacts (labeled by both GRASP
and Brp::mCherry) from mere membrane contacts (GRASP alone).
(C) A single Dm8 neuron labeled with both spGFP11::CD4::HA and Brp::mCherry was visualized by anti-HA antibody (cyan). Tm5c neurons coexpressing
spGFP1-10 and HRP::CD2 were visualized by anti-HRP antibody (gray). Photoreceptor axons visualized by 24B10 antibody were used as landmarks (magenta).
(D–D’’) Presynaptic sites of a single Dm8 neuron and its membrane contacts with Tm5c were visualized by native fluorescence of Brp::mCherry (red) and re-
constituted GFP (GRASP; green), respectively. Most GRASPpuncta colocalized with Brp::mCherry signal, suggesting they are synaptic contacts. Dm8 dendrites,
which span about 14 medulla columns, were visualized by anti-HA antibody (cyan). GRASP/Brp::mCherry puncta cluster in the center of the Dm8 dendritic field.
(D’) and (D’’) show the green (GRASP) and red (Brp::mCherry) channels of (D), respectively. Arrowsmark the puncta with GRASP signal but not Brp::mCherry, and
arrowheads mark the puncta with Brp::mCherry alone. The dotted line circles the area corresponding to one medullar column in the center of the Dm8 dendritic
field. Photoreceptor terminals (marked by asterisks), visualized by 24B10 antibody, were used as landmarks for medulla columns.
Scale bar, 30 mm for (A) and (C); 5 mm for (D)–(D’’).
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single Dm8 neurons form multiple synapses with Tm5c neurons
in the center of Dm8’s dendritic field but only sparse synapses at
the periphery.
Glutamatergic Output of Dm8 and Tm5c Is Required for
UV Preference
To further characterize the synapses between Dm8 and Tm5c,
we determined their neurotransmitter usage. We manually
isolated GFP-labeled Tm5c and Dm8 neurons and used RT-
PCR to assess mRNA expression of diagnostic transporters orphotoreceptors were labeled with aGFP antibody (pseudocolored in cyan for R8s;
Tm5c neurons. Scale bar, 30 mm in (A) and (B’).
(D) Restoring Ort expression in Tm5c neurons in ort, HisCl1 ort double, or HisCl1
had a reduced UV preference and their intensity-response curve was shifted to
residual green phototactic responses, resulting in a flattened curve, as compared
green light indiscriminately. Ort expression in Tm5c in ort single, HisCl1 ort doub
(E) Bar graph of the relative attractiveness (AttrUV/G) calculated from (D). HisCl1
(indicated by #).
(F) Blockage of the photoreceptors’ inputs to Tm5c neurons caused no detectable
neurons significantly decreased UV preference.
(G) Bar graph indicating the relative attractiveness of UV over green light (AttrUV/
Error bars represent SD.biosynthetic enzymes for all known fly neurotransmitters (Table
S1). While RT-PCR revealed the presence of transcripts for all
diagnostic genes in the optic lobes (Figure S4A), only the tran-
script of the vesicular glutamate transporter (VGlut) was de-
tected in Dm8 and Tm5c (data not shown). We quantified VGlut
transcript levels using real-time PCR and found that Dm8 and
Tm5c expressed high levels of VGlut transcript (5,805 ± 1,054
and 6,122 ± 1,031 copies per cell, respectively), comparable to
those of Rp49, a ribosomal protein (Dm8: 8,754 ± 345; Tm5c:
8,927 ± 717 copies per cell) (Figures S4B–S4E). The expression
of VGlut protein in Dm8 and Tm5c was further confirmed bymagenta for R7s). Anti-hCD4 immunolabeling (gray) outlines themorphology of
ort ninaE triple mutant flies rendered a stronger green preference. ortmutants
the right, as compared to wild-type. HisCl1 ort double mutants exhibit some
to ortmutants. HisCl1 ort ninaE triple mutants are near blind, choosing UV and
le, or HisCl1 ort ninaE triple mutants resulted in a stronger green preference.
ort ninaE triple mutant flies are near blind and AttrUV/G cannot be ascertained
UV preference defect. RNAi-mediated knockdown of ort in Dm8, but not Tm5c,
G) calculated from (F). n.s., not significant (p > 0.05); *p < 0.05.
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Figure 5. Glutamatergic Output of Dm8 and Tm5c Is Required for Normal UV Preference
(A–B’’) Dm8 and Tm5c express the vesicular glutamate transporter (VGlut). The expression of VGlut and ChAT in Dm8 (A–A’’) and Tm5c (B–B’’) neurons was
assessed using anti-VGlut (red) and anti-ChAT (cyan) antibodies in adult flies. Dm8 and Tm5c (asterisks) neurons were labeled with the mCD8GFP membrane
marker (green) using the Dm8-Gal4 and Tm5c-Gal4 drivers, respectively. For both Dm8 and Tm5c, anti-GFP staining colocalized with anti-VGlut, but not anti-
ChAT, staining. (A’ and B’) High-magnification views of the medulla cortex in (A) and (B). (A’’ and B’’) GFP staining was omitted from (A’) and (B’) for clarity.
Scale bar, 50 mm for (A) and (B); 5 mm for (A’) and (B’).
(C andD) RNAi-mediated knockdown of VGlut in Dm8 or Tm5c neurons significantly reducedUV preference, as comparedwithwild-type andUAS-RNAi controls.
Wild-type and various VGlut RNAi-knockdown flies were tested for spectral preference to UV light over green light as described in Figure 2. Dm8-G4 and Tm5c-
G4 drivers were used to drive two different UAS-VGlut RNAi transgenes (VGlut RNAi-1 [Bloomington] and VGlut RNAi-2 [VDRC]) in Dm8 and Tm5c, respectively.
(D) Bar graph indicating the relative attractiveness of UV over green light (AttrUV/G) calculated from (C). n.s., not significant (p > 0.05); *p < 0.05.
Error bars represent SD.
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Kainate Receptors Mediate UV Preferenceimmunohistochemistry using anti-VGlut antibody (Figures 5A–
5B’’). In contrast, both Tm5a and Tm5b express choline
acetyltransferase (ChAT) but not VGlut, as assessed by immuno-
histochemistry (Figure S5). Thus, Dm8 and Tm5c express VGlut
and therefore are likely glutamatergic, while Tm5a and Tm5b are
likely cholinergic.
To determine whether VGlut function, hence the glutamatergic
outputs, of Dm8 and Tm5c are required for UV preference, we
knocked down VGlut transcripts in either Dm8 or Tm5c neurons
by targeted expression of VGlut RNAi and examined the behav-
ioral consequence. We found that RNAi-mediated knockdown
of VGlut in Dm8 neurons significantly reduced UV preference
(AttrUV/G = 0.5 ± 0.29 for Dm8 > VGlut-RNAi-1 and 0.7 ± 0.35
for Dm8 > VGlut-RNAi-2), as compared with their matched con-610 Neuron 81, 603–615, February 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.trols (AttrUV/G = 2.2 ± 0.33 for Tm5c-Gal4, 2.1 ± 0.33 for UAS-
VGlut-RNAi-1, and 2.05 ± 0.32 for UAS-VGlut-RNAi-2; p <
0.05) (Figures 5C and 5D). Similarly, RNAi-mediated knockdown
of VGlut in Tm5c significantly reduced but did not completely
abolish the UV preference seen in controls (AttrUV/G = 0.6 ±
0.31 for Tm5c > VGlut-RNAi-1 and 0.65 ± 0.32 for Tm5c >
VGlut-RNAi-2 versus AttrUV/G = 2.2 ± 0.33 for Tm5c-Gal4, 2.1 ±
0.33 for UAS-VGlut-RNAi-1, and 2.05 ± 0.32 for UAS-VGlut-
RNAi-2). In contrast, expressing ChAT RNAi in either Dm8 or
Tm5c failed to cause any UV preference defects (data not
shown). These results suggested that the glutamatergic outputs
of Dm8 and Tm5c are required for normal UV preference. We
note that RNAi-mediated VGlut knockdown in either Dm8 or
Tm5c caused somewhat weaker UV preference defects than
Figure 6. The Kainate iGluRClumsy Is Required in Tm5cNeurons for
Normal UV Preference
(A) Domain structures of the subunits of kainate ionotropic glutamate re-
ceptors in vertebrates (GluK1–5) and Drosophila (Clumsy, CG9935, CG11155,
DKaiRIC, andDKaiRID). TheDrosophila kainate iGluR subunits share the same
domain organization as those of vertebrates. Clumsy has a long cytoplasmic
terminal domain (CTD), which shares limited sequence homology with that of
the vertebrate receptor subunit GluK5. ATD, amino-terminal domain; S1 and
S2, two parts of ligand binding domain; TMD, transmembrane domain.
(B) Wild-type and various iGluR RNAi-knockdown flies were tested for spectral
preference to UV over green light as described in Figure 2. Tm5c-Gal4 was
used to drive RNAi expression of four kainate iGluR subunits that are normally
expressed in Tm5c neurons. RNAi-mediated knockdown of the Clumsy
iGluR subunit (Tm5c-G4 > Clumsy-RNAi [1X]), but not DKaiRIC, DKaiRID, or
CG11155, caused a significant reduction of UV preference. The performance
of wild-type flies and matched controls are shown for comparison. Increasing
the copy number of UAS-Clumsy RNAi transgenes (Tm5c-G4 > Clumsy-RNAi
[2X]) further reduced flies’ UV preference. n.s., not significant (p > 0.05);
*p < 0.05.
(C) RNAi knockdown any of the three subunits (i.e., DKaiRIC, DKaiRID, and
CG11155), in addition to Clumsy, caused no further reduction of UV prefer-
ence, as compared with Clumsy RNAi knockdown. n.s., not significant (p >
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Kainate Receptors Mediate UV Preferencethose caused by TNT-mediated synaptic blockage. To deter-
mine whether partial efficacy of RNAi knockdown might account
for this difference, we quantified the VGlut transcript levels in
Dm8 and Tm5c neurons expressing VGlut-RNAi. We found that
expressing VGlutRNAi in Dm8 and Tm5c neurons reduced VGlut
transcript levels by about 60% (VGlut transcript level for Dm8-
Gal4 > VGlut RNAi-1: 2,062 ± 259; and RNAi-2: 2,460 ± 498
copies per cell; Tm5c-Gal4 > VGlut RNAi-1: 2011 ± 455; and
RNAi-2: 2,233 ± 205 copies per cell; Figure S4B), without
affecting Rp49 transcript level (Dm8-Gal4 > VGlut RNAi-1:
8,622 ± 409; and RNAi-1: 8,433 ± 586 copies per cell; Tm5c-
Gal4 > VGlut RNAi-1: 8,719 ± 620; and RNAi-1: 8,583 ± 530
copies per cell; Figure S4D). Thus, the effects of RNAi knock-
down are partial, consistent with its effects on UV preference
behavior. We conclude that VGlut, and hence glutamate neuro-
transmission, is required in Dm8 and Tm5c for UV preference.
Tm5c Expresses Kainate Receptors to Receive
Excitatory Glutamate Input
The preceding evidence suggested that Dm8 provides glutama-
tergic inputs to Tm5c in the UV preference pathway. To deter-
mine the nature of the Dm8/Tm5c connections, we extended
our transcript profile analysis of Tm5c to include all known gluta-
mate receptor subunits. The Drosophila genome encodes 15
known glutamate-gated ionotropic receptors (iGluR), including
three conserved classes (Kainate, AMPA, and NMDA types)
of cation iGluR and one chloride channel (GluCla), as well as
five metabotropic receptors (mGluR) (Table S1; Littleton and
Ganetzky, 2000; Meinertzhagen and Lee, 2012). In addition, a
large family of ionotropic receptors, distantly related to iGluR,
has been identified recently and at least three family members
are expressed in the CNS (Abuin et al., 2011). We performed
RT-PCR and confirmed their expression in adult flies (Fig-
ure S6A). Single-cell transcript profiling revealed that Tm5c ex-
presses four Kainate iGluR subunits,Clumsy,DKaiRIC,DKaiRID,
and CG11155 (Figure 6A). By quantitative RT-PCR, we found
that these iGluRs were expressed at a modest level (Clumsy:
1,904 ± 324; DKaiRIC: 2,484 ± 368; DKaiRID 3,078 ± 625;
CG11155: 2,155 ± 530 copies per cell; Figures S6B–S6I),
as compared to that of VGlut. Insofar as Tm5c expressed
Kainate-type iGluR but not GluCla or metabotropic receptors,
we concluded that Tm5c receives fast excitatory glutamatergic
inputs from Dm8.
To determine whether Tm5c function requires iGluR for normal
UV preference, we knocked down each iGluR subunit in Tm5c
neurons by RNAi and examined the behavioral consequence.
We found that knocking down Clumsy, but not the other three
subunits, significantly reduced UV preference (AttrUV/G = 1.15 ±
0.23, p < 0.05), as compared with wild-type or matched controls
(Figures 6B and S7A). To increase the efficacy of RNAi-mediated
knockdown, we increased the number of UAS-RNAi transgenes.
We found that doublingClumsyRNAi transgenes further reduced0.05); *p < 0.05. RNAi knockdown of the three subunits, DKaiRIC, DKaiRID,
and CG11155, reduced UV preference close to the level caused by RNAi
Clumsy alone, suggesting these subunits are functionally redundant. n.s., not
significant (p > 0.05); *p < 0.05.
Error bars represent SD.
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those caused by inactivating Tm5c (AttrUV/G = 0.4 ± 0.27). In
contrast, Tm5c-Gal4 driving two copies of UAS-DKaiRIC,
DKaiRID, or CG11155 RNAi transgene failed to cause any signif-
icant UV preference deficit, as compared to their matched con-
trols (Figures 6B and S7A). We quantified the efficacy of RNAi
knockdown in Tm5c using quantitative RT-PCR and found
no significant differences in the knockdown efficacy (Clumsy:
841 ± 103 [44.2% of wild-type]; DKaiRIC: 1,197 ± 175 [48.2%
of wild-type]; DKaiRID: 1,425 ± 231 [46.3% of wild-type];
CG11155: 1,065 ± 406 [49.4% of wild-type]; Rp49: 8,195 ± 614
[94.8% of wild-type] copies per cell; Figures S6B–S6I). These
results suggest that the unique effect ofClumsyRNAi on UVpref-
erence was due to Clumsy’s function rather than RNAi knock-
down efficacy.
To determine potential functional redundancy of iGluRs, we
further knocked down these iGluRs in various combinations
in Tm5c and examined the behavioral consequences. We
found that RNAi-mediated knockdown of any one of the
other three iGluRs in addition to Clumsy did not reduce UV
preference below levels caused by Clumsy RNAi knockdown
alone, suggesting that Clumsy does not compensate for the
loss of DKaiRIC, DKaiRID, or CG11155 (AttrUV/G = 1.1 ± 0.32
for Clumsy+DKaiRIC; 1.0 ± 0.36 for Clumsy+DKaiRID; 1.05 ±
0.34 for Clumsy+CG1115; Figure 6C). Interestingly, simulta-
neous RNAi knockdown of these three iGluRs (DKaiRIC,
DKaiRID, and CG11155) in Tm5c reduced UV preference
(AttrUV/G = 1.1 ± 0.23 for DKaiRIC+DKaiRID+CG11155[1];
1.25 ± 0.26 for DKaiRIC+DKaiRID+CG11155[2]; Figures 6C
and S7B) close to the level caused by Clumsy RNAi knock-
down alone, suggesting that these iGluRs are functionally
redundant. We conclude that the kainate iGluR subunit Clumsy
is required in Tm5c for normal UV preference while the other
three iGluRs, DKaiRIC, DKaiRID, and CG11155, play redundant
roles in Tm5c.
DISCUSSION
Mapping the Spectral Preference Circuit in Drosophila
Understanding how visual systems translate light impulses into
adaptively tuned percepts to guide behavior is a central goal in
neurobiology. The Drosophila visual system, with its amenability
to genetic manipulation, has enabled increasingly deep investi-
gation of the molecular and cellular basis of visual-driven behav-
iors, including the spectral preference for UV light examined here
(Borst, 2009; Clark et al., 2013). UV spectral preference has
previously been shown to require first-order interneurons in the
visual medulla (i.e., the wide-field amacrine Dm8 neurons) that
receive inputs from multiple UV-sensing photoreceptors (Gao
et al., 2008). Here, we show that a subclass of Tm5 neurons,
called Tm5c, receive excitatory glutamatergic input from Dm8
neurons through the kainate-type receptor Clumsy. We demon-
strated that glutamatergic signaling, both to and by Tm5c, is
necessary for normal UV preference. Together our results define
not only critical elements of the molecular and cellular machinery
underlying UV preference, but also patterns of connectivity and
information flow at the first several processing stations of this
important visual circuit.612 Neuron 81, 603–615, February 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.Establishing the Neuronal Connectivity and Synaptic
Mechanisms Underlying UV Preference by Single-Cell
GRASP and Transcript Profiling
By sparse reconstruction of serial-section transmission EM
(ssTEM), we previously identified Dm8 as themajor postsynaptic
partner for R7. In this study, we show that Tm5c interneurons are
required for transducing Dm8’s signal to the lobula, a higher
visual center, in the UV preference pathway. The thin and com-
plex dendrites of Tm5c make them challenging to resolve by
ssTEM, due to the limited axial resolution (50 nm) of this
method (Denk et al., 2012; Meinertzhagen and Lee, 2012; Take-
mura et al., 2013). To visualize Dm8/Tm5c and R8/Tm5c
synapses, we therefore resorted to the GRASP technique. To
differentiate synaptic contacts from mere membrane contacts
and to visualize the spatial distribution of Dm8/Tm5c synap-
ses, we adapted the GRASP method to permit single-cell identi-
fication of presumptive presynaptic neurons in which active
zones were fluorescently tagged. By applying this single-cell
GRASP method, we demonstrated that each Dm8 neuron has
multiple synaptic contacts to one (or, at most a few) Tm5c
neuron in the center of its dendritic field but sparse synaptic con-
tacts in the periphery. The nature of synaptic signaling at the
R8/Tm5c and Dm8/Tm5c contacts was established by
single-cell transcript profiling and functional studies. Tm5c ex-
presses the histamine-gated chloride channel Ort, and restoring
Ort expression in Tm5c in an ort mutant background drove
strong green preference. Dm8 expresses VGlut, and Tm5c
correspondingly expresses glutamate-gated ionotropic recep-
tors. RNAi-mediated knockdown of VGlut in Dm8, or the Clumsy
iGluR in Tm5c, abolished UV preference. We believe that the
approach taken here, which combines single-cell GRASP, tran-
script profiling, RNAi-mediated knockdown, and behavioral
assays, could be profitably applied to the dissection and charac-
terization of other complex neural circuits.
Kainate Receptors Mediate Excitatory Glutamatergic
Transmission in the UV Preference Circuit
Using single-cell transcript profiling, we identified four kainate-
type glutamate receptor subunits (Clumsy, CG11155, DKaiRIC,
and DKaiRID) expressed in Tm5c. These four iGluRs and
CG9935 share sequence homology and domain structures
with vertebrate kainate-type iGluRs (GluK1/2/3 and GluK4/5)
(Figure 6A; Littleton and Ganetzky, 2000). RNAi-mediated
knockdown further revealed that Clumsy is functionally required
in Tm5c for UV preference. This demonstrates that kainate-type
iGluRs function in the Drosophila CNS. In vertebrates, functional
kainate receptors assemble tetramerically as dimers of dimers;
GluK1–3 are capable of forming functional homotetramers while
GluK4/5 are obligatory heteromers (Sobolevsky et al., 2009;
Kumar et al., 2011, Mayer, 2011). Fly kainate receptor subunits
share with vertebrates’ the key hydrophobic resides at the
dimerization interfaces, suggesting that they assemble in a
similar way to the vertebrate receptors (Figure 6A). RNAi knock-
down of CG11155, DKaiRIC, or DKaiRID did not enhance UV
preference defects caused by RNAi knockdown of Clumsy.
However, simultaneous RNAi knockdown of all three iGluR sub-
units significantly reduced UV preference (Figure 6C), suggest-
ing that they are functionally redundant. We thus suggest that
Figure 7. A Hard-Wired Glutamatergic Pooling Circuit Mediates UV
Preference
Summary diagram of R7/Dm8/Tm5c pathway. The amacrine neuron Dm8
receives inhibitory histaminergic inputs from approximately 16 R7 photore-
ceptors and provides excitatory glutamatergic inputs to one (or at most a few)
Tm5c projection neurons. Kainate iGluR receptors expressed in Tm5c are
required for receiving glutamatergic inputs from Dm8 and for flies’ UV pref-
erence. In addition to the indirect pathway via Dm8, Tm5c neurons also receive
direct photoreceptor inputs from R8.
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Kainate Receptors Mediate UV PreferenceClumsy forms functional heterotetramers with one of the other
kainate receptors in Tm5c to mediate UV preference. Further
in vitro assembly and electrophysiological studies will be needed
to determine the exact subunit composition of the functional
iGluRs. Ionotropic glutamate receptors in flies have been exclu-
sively studied at the neuromuscular junction, in part as a
surrogate model for CNS glutamate synapses. Our functional
identification of kainate-type iGluRs in the fly visual system, in
combination with the robust UV preference behavior they
mediate, opens the door to studying the assembly, function,
and regulation of this important class of glutamate receptors in
the Drosophila CNS.
A Hard-Wired Pooling Circuit Is Superimposed on a
Retinotopic Circuit to Mediate UV Preference
As the wide-field Dm8 neurons have no presynaptic sites or
axonal projections outside of the external medulla, they dependon medulla projection neurons to transduce signals to higher
visual centers. While all three subtypes of Tm5 neurons
appear to be postsynaptic to Dm8 and therefore are capable
of transducing the Dm8 signal to the lobula (Gao et al., 2008;
Takemura et al., 2013), we show here that only Tm5c is func-
tionally required for UV preference. Inactivating Tm5a/b or
Dm8 in addition to Tm5c did not enhance UV preference de-
fects, suggesting that Dm8’s function in UV preference is solely
communicated through Tm5c. Tm5c differs from Tm5a/b in
axonal morphology and neurotransmitter usage. We thus sug-
gest that Tm5c has unique synaptic functions and/or targets
in that visual compartment that account for its role in UV
preference.
The spatial organization of the R7s/Dm8/Tm5c circuit
suggests a neural pooling mechanism for UV preference. Each
Dm8 amacrine neuron has a large dendritic field that receives
16 R7 inputs (Gao et al., 2008), while a single Tm5c is present
in most, if not all, medulla columns and receives direct retino-
topic inputs from R8s (Figure 7). Our single-cell GRASP exper-
iments reveal that each Dm8 forms multiple synaptic contacts
with one, or at most a few, Tm5c neurons in the center of
Dm8’s dendritic field but forms few synapses with Tm5c outside
of the center. By pooling 16 R7 inputs to a single Tm5c, Dm8
could increase UV sensitivity by up to 16-fold at some cost in
spatial resolution. It is interesting to note that the amplification
magnitude of the R7s/Dm8/Tm5c circuit depends primarily
on the size of the Dm8’s dendritic field, which is negatively
regulated by R7-derived Activin during development: excess
Activin reduces Dm8’s dendritic field size while lack of Activin
enhances it (Ting et al., 2014). It is thus tempting to speculate
that size of the Dm8 arbor, and thus the trade off between
UV sensitivity and spatial resolution, has been adjusted in the
course of insect evolution to meet each insect’s ecological
needs.
In addition to the excitatory glutamate input from Dm8, Tm5c
neurons also receive inhibitory histaminergic inputs directly from
R8 photoreceptors. Thus, the R7s/Dm8/Tm5c pooling circuit
is superimposed on the retinotopic circuit R8/Tm5c. Tm5c
expresses Ort, and restoring Ort expression in Tm5c in various
ort mutant backgrounds rescued green phototaxis. Thus, both
direct (R8/Tm5c) and indirect (R7s/Dm8/Tm5c) pathways
transduce sign-inverting signals to Tm5c and both pathways
are capable of driving phototaxis. However, RNAi-mediated
knockdown of ort in Tm5c, which prevents the reception of R8
inputs, did not affect normal UV preference (Figures 3F and
3G). This observation is consistent with our previous conclusions
that the indirect pathway through R7s/Dm8 is both required
and sufficient for optimal UV preference, at least under the test
condition, and that multiple redundant pathways mediate green
phototaxis (Gao et al., 2008). While the direct pathway is not
involved in UV preference, it might play a role in true color vision.
Notably, chloride ions are a known modulator for kainate recep-
tor (Chaudhry et al., 2009) and the direct pathway signals
through the histamine-gated chloride channel Ort. Given that
multiple pathways function redundantly in true color vision,
differentiating these possibilities must await single-unit electro-
physiological recording and/or new genetic techniques to segre-
gate their functions.Neuron 81, 603–615, February 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 613
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Fly Stocks and Transgenesis
Fly stocks were maintained on standard fruit fly medium at 23C–25C. Trans-
genic flies were generated using standard P-element or PhiC31-mediated
transformation protocols by Rainbow Transgenic Flies. Fly stocks used in
this study are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Molecular Biology
Transgenic constructs were generated by general subcloning, PCR, and In-
Fusion cloning. Detailed procedures are given in Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry and confocal imaging was performed as described
previously (Ting et al., 2007). Detailed procedures are given in Supplemental
Experimental Procedures.
GRASP
GRASP for detecting synaptic contacts between R7/R8 and Tm5c were
performed in flies carrying Rh4-Gal4 Rh3-Gal4 ortC1a-LexADBD, OK371-
dVP16AD UAS-syb::spGFP1-10 LexAop-spGFP11::CD4 and PanR8-Gal4
ortC1a-LexADBD, OK371-dVP16AD UAS-syb::spGFP1-10 LexAop-spGFP11::
CD4, respectively. Flies were kept in a constant light condition for 5 days
before dissection. The construction of UAS-syb::spGFP1-10 will be reported
elsewhere.
GRASP for detectingmembrane contacts between Dm8 and Tm5cwas per-
formed as described previously (Gordon and Scott, 2009), with the addition of
a LexAop-HRP::CD2 transgene for labeling LexA-expressing neurons.
Single-cell GRASP was carried out using the transgene LexAop > FRT-
Stop-FRT > spGFP11::CD4::HA::T2A::Brp::mCherry to express split-GFP
(spGFP11::CD4::HA) and the active zone maker Brp::mCherry in single Dm8
neurons. The ribosomal skipping sequence T2A allows cotranslational cleav-
age of the polyprotein (Diao and White, 2012). A brief heat shock (38C for
3.5 min) was applied at the third larval instar to express flipase, which removes
the FRT-Stop-FRT cassette and allows Dm8-LexA to drive the expression of
both spGFP11::CD4::HA and Brp::mCherry. These flies also carried Tm5c-
Gal4 UAS-spGFP1-10::CD4 UAS-HRP::CD2 transgenes, which label all
Tm5c neurons with the other split-GFP component (spGFP1-10::CD4) and
the HRP::CD2 membrane marker. Functional GFP molecules were reconsti-
tuted at the membrane contacts between Tm5c and single Dm8 neurons
and detected by native GFP fluorescence (GRASP signal). The active zone
marker labeled the presynaptic sites of Dm8 to differentiate synaptic contacts
(GRASP and Brp::mCherry) from mere membrane contacts (GRASP alone).
To visualize the morphologies of Dm8, Tm5c, and photoreceptors, in addi-
tion to the GRASP and Brp::mCherry signals, we carried out imaging in two
consecutive steps. First, we visualized single Dm8 neurons by HA staining
and visualized GRASP and Brp::mCherry by their native fluorescence signals.
Second, we visualized photoreceptors and Tm5c by immunolabeling the same
brain sample with 24B10 and anti-horseradish-peroxidase (anti-HRP) anti-
bodies, respectively. Two confocal image stacks from these two steps were
superimposed using Imaris software (Bitplane).
UV/Green Spectral Preference and Phototaxis Assays
The phototaxis assay was carried out by using a T-maze device made of trans-
parent plexiglass as previously described (Gao et al., 2008). Student’s t test
was used for comparisons between two groups. Comparisons between
multiple groups were made by one-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc test.
Asterisks indicate levels of significant differences (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01).
Head Yaw Optomotor Response Assay
Rotary visual stimuli and corresponding head yaw response measurements
were conducted with an automated system. The basis for the assay custom
instrumentation development, including control, video acquisition, and pro-
cessing software, has been described (Rister et al., 2007; Gao et al., 2008).
Detailed procedures are given in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.614 Neuron 81, 603–615, February 5, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.Single-Cell Transcript Profiling
Single Dm8, Tm5b, and Tm5c neurons labeled withGFPwere dissociated from
adult medulla and single GFP-positive cells were isolated using a custom-
made microcapillary system as previously described (Takemura et al., 2011).
Single-cell PCR analyses were carried out to determine the presence of spe-
cific transcripts (Table S1) as described previously (Takemura et al., 2011).
Real-time PCR was carried out to quantify the transcript levels of VGlut,
Clumsy, DKaiRIC, DKaiRID, and CG11155 in control and RNAi knockdown
flies. Rp49, which encodes a ribosomal protein, was used as an internal refer-
ence gene. PCR primer sequences are provided in the Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
seven figures, and one table and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2013.12.010.
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